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Introduction

The main purpose of mandatory deposit insurance sys-
tem is to promote public confidence in the financial system
by minimizing the consequences of banks bankruptcies for
individuals [1, p. 388]. In its most widespread form, the in-
surance compensation shall be paid in the amount of 100 %
of the deposit in the failed bank, but no more than some limit
(for example 100 000 euro in Germany or 1.4 millionrubles
in Russia). In other words, the bank bankruptcy risk almost
vanished for small and medium depositors under the full de-
posit insurance.

As most of banks offer deposit accounts with very simi-
lar terms and conditions, rational individuals should care only

about the level of deposit rate and not about the bank itself.In
the case of low switching costs (1 – an individual takes only
deposit services, 2 – opening a deposit account is not a time
– or money consuming process, 3 – banks’ offices are lo-
cated in the same place) we may expect that individuals will
choose banks with the highest deposit rates and its market
dispersion will be reduced.

But even after the introduction of mandatory deposit in-
surance in 2004, deposit rates demonstrate strong disper-
sion in Russia. There are two possible explanations for this
paradox. First, banks consider retail deposits only as a fund-
ing source for its lending and do not take clients’ character-
istics (like price sensitivity, switching costs or loyalty) into its
pricing strategy (Meleis and Solomon [2, p. 26]). Second,
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some depositors do not monitor market and learn about rates
at other banks only through advertising and some banks take
insufficient advertising efforts (Farris and Albion [3, p. 17]). For
example, Russian banks spend significantly less on advertis-
ingcompare to US banks: banks in the USA spend at average
about 0.26 % of assets on advertising (Mullineaux and Pyles
[4, p. 326]) compare to 0.02 % in Russia.

We combine both explanations and develop the model
of optimal deposit pricing and advertising strategies if the full
deposit insurance system is introduced. Without loss of gen-
erality several assumptions are used for the model:

– banks have the same business model: to mobilize
money from deposit or alternative funding market and to grant
loans thereafter;

– banks offer only deposits to individuals, all deposit
contracts have the same terms and conditions;

– bank’s advertisement contains information about de-
posit rates and is valid only for one period. All banks distrib-
ute advertising with exogenously given efficiency;

– banks are available for depositors (no transportation
costs) but depositors have switching costs to move to an-
other bank.

We suppose that two types of individuals create demand
on the deposit market: sophisticated and unsophisticated.
Sophisticated depositors monitor all rates on the market with
no cost. Unsophisticated depositors obtain information about
deposit rates in other banks only through advertising. All de-
positors make decision based on available information and
their switching costs.

We also make some simplifying but reasonable assump-
tions about bank production function similar to Örs and Dey-
oung [5, p. 2]: banks are price takers in competitive loan and
alternative funding markets, but compete (by Bertrand) with
rivals on the deposit market. The profit maximization problem
easily may be transformed to cost minimization problem be-
cause loan decisions are made independently and therefore
have no substantive impact on the model conclusion.

The deposit market operates as follow. At the beginning
depositors distributed across banks, no new depositors
enter to the market. Banks simultaneously choose their pric-
ing and advertising strategies to minimize total costs and
mail out its advertisements. Then nature reveals advertising
to depositors according to banks advertising technology.
Based on available information and given switching costs
depositors take decision whether to stay in the initial bank
or move to another one.

We should find at least one Nash equilibrium, when no
bank minimizes its losses by changing price or advertising
level while the behavior of other banks is held constant. In
other words, it should not be profitable for banks to deviate
from equilibrium set of strategies.

The next section will review theoretical and empirical
literature related to pricing and advertising on deposit mar-
ket. Then we discuss the model in general and its possible
solutions.

Literature review

Although the theoretical and empirical studies on the role
of advertising on firm performance are spacious (for example,
Bagwell [6, p. 1701]), researches on the impact of bank ad-
vertising on deposit pricing are sparse. In one of the most in-
fluential paper Butters [7, p. 465] models optimal pricing and
advertising decisions for firms that produce homogeneous
product. Consumers obtain information about firms only

through advertising with some probability. Author shows that
firms would follow Nash equilibrium mixed strategy: if prices
are higher than its total costs, firms prefer to use advertising.
But if prices do not cover advertising costs, all firms would not
send advertising to customers. Author finds that advertising
creates some market power for firms because the demand
curves are not perfectly elastic in the model framework.In this
model advertising plays critical role: if buyer receive no ads,
he simple cannot buy goods. Our settings suppose that a de-
positor may at least prolong his deposit contract and some
depositors collect all market information with no costs.

Robert and Stahl [8, p. 657] note that “the pricing be-
havior of the firms depends crucially on the information avail-
able to consumers”. Using game-theoretical model with
costly information acquisition, authors find that availability of
price advertising leads to more competition between firms
and provokes price reduction (increase in deposit rates – in
our case). Consumers learn about the prices through adver-
tising (passive way) or through search (active way). Authors
find significant differences between the effect of advertising
costs and search costs. When market information is not
available for customers, firms have no incentives to cut
prices. If advertising costs are close to zero, firms use ad-
vertising intensively that all customers have full picture of
market and prices converge towards marginal production
costs. Authors show that the unique symmetric mixed equi-
librium leads to price dispersion as firms randomize between
charging a high unadvertised price and low advertised ones.
In contrast to the Butters’ model, homogeneous customers
play active role on the market players by searching informa-
tion about previously unknown firms.

Baye and Morgan [9, p. 1139] study the effect of differ-
ent types of advertising activities on price dispersion on e-
markets. Under the assumption of consumer and firm
homogeneity and consumers segmentation (loyals and
shoppers), authors determine optimal response function of
brand advertising activity for firms. Such activity allows firm
to increase its number of clients by conversion of shoppers
to loyals and conversion from other sellers. Modeling brand-
ing and price advertising decisions as a two-stage game, au-
thors derive set of symmetric equilibriums for brand and
informational advertising. One of the interesting interpreta-
tions of the results is that branding activity provokes some
clients to buy at non-lowest listed price. It is not possible to
fully integrate the model into our problem settings because
in our case reputation does not matter and advertising pro-
vides information about banks only for the current period.

Arnold et al. [10, p. 63] explore the differences between
optimal advertising and pricing strategies when firms have
asymmetric loyal market segments. In this model advertising
plays only informative role for shoppers who buy at the low-
est advertised price. Authors show that if consumers learn
about price through uniformly distributed advertisement,
then the firm with the largest loyal market will advertise more
aggressively and price less competitively then competitors.
But if firms may use target advertising, then the firm with the
largest loyal market will demonstrate opposite pricing and
advertising strategies.

There are a few researches exploring price competition
with advertising on deposit markets. Pinho [11, p. 1515]
models price and non-price competition on the deposit mar-
ket. Banks are assumed to be price-takers and compete for
customer deposits. Author derives optimal price behavior
and non-price elasticity from first-order conditions of bank’s
profit maximization problem. Using Nash concept, author
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finds optimal amount of using non-price instruments as a re-
action on behavior of other banks. He also shows that dif-
ferences in amount of non-price instruments for banks
depend upon demand characteristics and individual bank
conduct. In this model depositors are homogeneous individ-
uals with no switching costs. In the empirical part, Pinho
finds that large banks in Portugal spend less on advertising
per unit of deposit than the small banks.

Sharpe [12, p. 79] analyses the relationship between con-
sumer switching costs and prices on the deposit market. Au-
thor uses spatial model of product differentiation and assume
that banks compete along multi-dimensional market. Clients
have symmetric preferences over banks’ brands but hetero-
geneous switching costs. He finds that the fraction of new-
comers has a significant influence on price markups and leads
to the higher deposit rates on the market. Sharpe shows that
customer loyalty creates a trade-off for the bank: to set the
low deposit rate and extract surplus from loyal depositors or
to increase the deposit rate and compete for newcomers.

Rosen [13, p. 173] models asymmetries and persist-
ence in bank deposit rates with heterogeneous customers.
Banks compete by Cournot and do not use non-price instru-
ments. All customers are differentiated by their switching
costs and type. Sophisticated customers care about the dif-
ferences between the current bank rate and the average
market rate. Unsophisticated customers care about the dif-
ferences between the previous period deposit rate and the
current period deposit rate. The model predicts that banks
do not one-to one respond to change in market rate be-
cause of customers’ heterogeneity.

Another narrow strand of literature focuses on empirical
research of deposit pricing and advertising strategies. Scott
[14, p. 594] shows non-linear relationship between advertis-
ing activity and the volume of retail deposits on the sample
of Massachusetts saving banks. Wollen and Derrick [15,
p. 3] provide the evidence that there exists the relationship
between the change of the deposit volume and the type of
bank advertising strategy. Keeley [16, p. 1183] provides
some evidence to demonstrate how deposit insurance sys-
tem provokes some banks to set up high deposit rates and
generate moral hazard for excessive risk taking.

More empirical researches on advertising efficiency had
been published when some US banks have submitted addi-
tional business information to the regulatory agency since
2001. “Call Report” contains information about “advertising,
promotional public relations, marketing and business devel-
opment expenses” if these exceed one percent of the sum
of interest income plus non-interest income of the bank
(Mullineaux and Pyles [4, p. 326]).Based on these reports
some researchers find that advertising promotes profitability
in US banking industry and overall expenses on advertising
higher for new and consumer-oriented banks [5, p. 2]. How-
ever, there are no empirical researches about rate disper-
sions or relationship between pricing and advertising on
deposit markets with or without full deposit insurance.

The model

There is a continuum of depositors, with total measure
1, who put one unit of money onto the deposit account when-
ever the interest rate is more than the reservation rate rd. At
the beginning, depositors distributed across all initial banks,
no new depositors enter to the market. Depositors have the
switching costs td to move from the initial bank to any other

bank. The switching costs may be constant for all depositors
or have some distribution function. Depositors are a priory
uninformed about the rates offered by other banks.

There are two types of depositors: sophisticated and un-
sophisticated. A sophisticated depositor monitors deposit
market with no costs and moves to the bank with highest de-
posit rate if it exceeds the deposit rate offered by the initial
bank i (ri) plus his switching costs (td). Otherwise he pro-
longs the deposit contract in the initial bank.

An unsophisticated depositor does not monitor the mar-
ket and gets information about the deposit rates in other
banks only through advertisements. If he receives no adver-
tisements, then he prolongs the deposit contract in the initial
bank. If an unsophisticated depositor has information about
the deposit rates in some other banks, he singles out the bank
with the highest rate and then acts as a sophisticated depos-
itor. It is important to note that advertising plays only informa-
tive role and is not included in depositors’ utility function.

Deposit services are provided by N banks. Each bank
has fixed assets Assetsi and only two sources of funding –
deposits and alternative funding. The cost of alternative
funding (ri

a) is determined by the individual basic alternative
rate (r i

b) as well as by required volume of alternative funding
(Assetsi – Depositsi). The bank i is characterized by the ini-
tial volume of deposits wi and the initial fraction of unsophis-
ticated depositors qi. Nature reveals banks’ advertisements
to each depositor with equal probabilities. The probability to
receive information from the bank i (EAi) determines by its
advertising expenses Adsi and advertising efficiency Ei.

We define banks’ retail deposit as follow:

The volume of deposits in the bank i (Depositsi) should
not exceed the maximum volume of deposits allowed by the
regulatory agency (T ∙ Assetsi) and is determined by the de-
mand from following groups of depositors:

– the demand from its own unsophisticated depositors
who prolonges deposit contracts,

– the demand from other banks’ unsophisticated depos-
itors who receives advertisements from the bank i and de-
cided to move to the bank i,

– the demand from sophisticated depositors who de-
cided to move to the bank i, because it offers the highest
rate on the market.

Banks choose simultaneously their pricing and adver-
tising strategies and mail out their advertisements. Based
on its beliefs about other banks’ decision (r-i, Ads-i) the bank
i sets its deposit rate (ri ≥ 0) and advertising volume
(Adsi ≥ 0) to minimize its costs as follows:
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The first-order conditions for the problem should be

Conclusion

It is not trivial to solve the problem in general case with
the large number of non-homogeneous banks (but solvable
for the case with two banks). Because “Deposit” is a discon-
tinuous function, it is not easy to solve analytically for more
than two banks and may be numerical methods should be
used to solve the model. We suppose the following general
results:

– optimal deposit rate depends positively on the adver-
tising efficiency and the initial fraction of unsophisticated de-
positors and negatively on the rate of alternative funding;

– banks with low deposit rates would not use advertis-
ing. For these banks advertising activity generates only ex-
penses, because the unsophisticated depositors prefer to
stay in its initial bank then to move to banks with low deposit
rates;

– banks with high deposit rates would prefer to use less
advertising than the banks with average rates. These banks
attract sophisticated depositors without advertising. With
fixed assets and limits on maximum volume of deposit port-
folio, these banks do not need more depositors;

– banks with average rates would demonstrate more in-
tense advertising activity than other banks. These banks are
not able to attract the sophisticated depositors and the only
way to increase the number of depositors is to attract the un-
sophisticated depositors using advertising.

For the empirical tests we need micro level data for each
bank as well as its advertising and pricing information. We
may use simple linear regression analysis to identify the re-
lationship between the deposit rate and advertising level by
controlling for other variables (bank’s assets, advertising ef-
ficiency, etc). We may also test on the relationship between
rate dispersion, advertising level and overall level of depos-
itor sophistication for different market segments.

As we know only U.S. and Russian banks quarterly re-
port its advertising expenses. But compare to US deposit
market, there are no available databases on banks deposit
rates in Russia.As a proxy for overall level of depositor so-
phistication we may use different market segments. For ex-
ample, on the Russian deposit market we can easily define

three segments: on-line deposits, deposits for retired and
common deposits. On the on-line deposit markets the frac-
tion of sophisticated depositors is higher than on the other
segments.But as banks operate across all market segments,
we should take into account necessity of model modification
in the case of the multidimensional market.
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